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The Leviathan The End Of Your Life
In Judaism "Leviathan" means to divide or cleave. In the Kabbalah, Leviathan is shown as a
serpent encircling the human brain showing its dividing the mind from the left and right parts of
the brain. The Gnostic's such as the Orphites whom were stated by Christian Church writers to
be anti-Christian and to curse the name of Jesus in their company. Stated that Leviathan:
"Short excerpts of text from Origen Contra Celsus Book 6, Chapter 24 to 38:] Celsus says there
is a diagram consisting of ten [or seven] separate circles, circumscribed by one circle which is
said to be the world-soul and is called Leviathan. The diagram is divided by a thick black line,
which is called Gehenna, or in Greek Tartarus. The "seal" is that of the one who imposes it...
There are seven angels, who delivered the seal; they stand on both sides of the soul set it free
from the body; and there are other angels of light who are called Archontics. The Archon of the
so-called Archontics is the accursed god of the Jews, who makes rain and thunder.
He is the Demiurge of this world, the God of Moses described in his creation narrative."
The Torah doctrine states that Yahweh divided humans from the right side of the brain where
the psychic abilities are and divided the connection between the female and male chakra's and
the crown and root chakra by driving down the serpent. The symbol of this is the seal of
Leviathan which means to divide or cleave in two. The seal is the symbol of psychic impression
a curse on the soul. The thick black line called Gehenna is the place of the grave and suffering
in Judaism it has seven levels which relate to the seven chakra's all bound by the Leviathan.
The ancients stated the soul bound in a state of entropy is suffering or Gehenna in which the
spiritual light could not flow thought it bringing the spiritual rebirth and the risen serpent. Which
leaves a person to suffer the negative effects of Saturn which is old age, suffering and death.
The Gnostic diagrams show the Jews have bound the soul with Leviathan. Their Torah magic.
In Gehenna people are tortured by Jewish angels in the most hideous ways. The angels are the
bindings the curses of the Torah the Jews on the human soul. The Leviathan is shown in
Kabbalah binding the world tree the map of the soul and all the worlds the chakra's on it with
Hebrew curses.

The other meaning of calling Leviathan the world spirit is the planet has an astral grid around it
the ethereal aspect of its power. The Jewish Rabbi's in their own writings call Leviathan a spell
they have generated in the astral grid around the planet they are working to bring down as they
call it into the world and materialize the Torah, they have a special set of rituals they call the
Feast of Leviathan which is a Kabbalistic event to help manifest this as well they relate the Vav
letter to this as it connects the astral to the material and brings down the energies to manifest in
the material world in Kabala:
"The soul of Israel is central on the map of creation and the Jews are in fact, behind a divine
plan to take over not only this world, but the entire universe ...It is a conspiracy of the messianic

Light of Kabbalah. This phenomenon is a universal Overmind that has been animating and
networking all communication, all civilization and all history. "[1]
The Jews are celebrating in their own writings to each other they have bound the entire planet
and divided it [Leviathan] from other communications with other worlds and beings and any
higher communication. And that they are using the matrix of energy they have created to
influence the entire planet into their world to come with black magic.
The Jews do their religious rituals on the day of Saturn which relates to binding and restraining
to hold one to the law [Torah] and such. This is something more to this all of the Christian
Churches and Synagogues are designed to be connected into the astral vibration of the planet
Saturn by their designs and symbols even the symbol of Jewish Communism is the sickle of
Saturn. Ancient temples where built on key area's of the ley line grid the astral template of the
world and their diagram was built to connect to and resonate the astral vibrations of the planet
Mercury and the Sun, Jupiter and Venus the beneficial planets. This would infuse the astral grid
of the world with positive astral energies.
The enemy has built their Churches, Mosques and Synagogues over the ancient Pagan
Temples to capture the key area's of the ley line grid for themselves. This is also their reason for
the obsession with the region of Palestine. There was excellent work done by Norman Bergrun
who worked for NASA and his book "The Ring Makers Of Saturn" showed the NASA images of
literal artificial technology, ships creating and maintaining the rings around Saturn one can
watch actual footage from NASA satellites of this in action. The ring shape if one studies basic
psychic's is used because its better for sending out stronger waves further. The enemy is also
Extra Terrestrials. The Rabbi's mention the "Angels" of their "god" that appear in rituals to them
are reptilians. The Extra Terrestrial level of the enemy has created the rings around Saturn to
increase the vibrational astral power of this planet to then broadcast this stronger signal to earth
astrally and then connect into the astral grid of the earth connecting with the key area's of the
ley line grid in which their Churches, Mosques and Synagogues are built on. The Jews do their
rituals on the day the energies of Saturn are the strongest, Saturday to then connect into this
power at the strongest time and direct the Leviathan to bind the earth and curse the Gentiles
and bring about the world to come. The Jews believe the Leviathan is their Messiah who will
consume and destroy the Gentiles and bring in the new world in which the Jews will be the
Kings and owners of the planet. If one understands the psychological properties of Saturn this
society is built on it. As the Jews brag their Leviathan grid has influenced and built a world in
their own image, Gehenna, suffering.
The Gnostic's stated the angels of Yahweh where Archons who were responsible for binding the
seven chakra's and the soul into the lower realm of entropy of Saturn. These angles are Hebrew
formula's that create the needed thought forms, curses to bind the Gentiles. It was stated the
Gnostic's used inverse formula's to open the seven lords. This is relating to reverse formula's,
reversing the Hebrew curses.
The Jews state the Leviathan is the 22 Hebrew Letters. Think of this when it comes to the Final
RTR.
The Ophities worshipped the Agathodemon which is Dionysus. Agathodemon means the "Good
God" or "Good Serpent" and is the title of Dionysus. The Greeks called the Pagan Gods

Daemon's but also spelled this Demon. The AE is a higher A sound De or Da mon. Dionysus
was called Ioannes which is the Babylonian Oannes the name of Enki whom the Chaldeans
called Satan. Sat the King or highest and An, God. The Gnostic's such as the Ophities where
Pagans whom cursed Jesus and hated the "god" of the Jews. And were working to undo the
curses of the enemy.
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Ibbar wrote:I've observed that there are 3 main ways of describing the Aton/Demiurge/Gd/YHVH entity:

1. The jewish people as a whole.
2. The biggest astral thoughtform around this cosmic neighborhood, created by jews and
supported/maintained by christian/muslim dupes.
3. An extraterrestrial "board of directors" consisting of archons/reptilians/greys. Crowley's
illustration supports this claim.
According to this model, the Holy Trinity would consist of
Father: The reptilians/greys
Son: The jews
Holy Spirit: The thoughtform
According to the bible, denying the Holy Spirit is the only sin that shall guarantee eternal
damnation. This makes sense in a way that supporting the thoughtform by prayer is the only
way that the gentiles are directly enhancing the (((godly power))).

The jews describe the same of themselves.
Actually their "Holy spirit" is just this very thoughform matrix they have. There is a passage in

the bible that says when someone is ingested enough in the study of this his very 'heart' is
literally replaced.

